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Thickness independence of field-induced time-reversal symmetry breaking
in YBa2Cu3O7Àd thin films
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~Received 29 March 2001; published 14 August 2001!

We have measured the field dependence of the zero-bias conductance peak~ZBCP! of tunnel junctions
prepared on~110! oriented YBa2Cu3O72d films of various thickness. We have found that the field splitting of
the ZBCP, believed to be due to the time reversal symmetry breaking~TRSB! of Andreev surface-bound states,
is independent of film thickness. This rules out that Meissner screening currents are at the origin of TRSB. We
conclude that TRSB must, instead, be due to a field-induced modification of the order parameter. Different
possibilities involving an imaginary component are discussed.
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One of the properties of the high-Tc cuprates, by now
well established, is the dominantd-wave symmetry characte
of the order parameter~OP!.1 An interesting consequence o
this symmetry is the formation of low-energy surface-bou
states at the boundary of the specimen, at or near the F
level. These states result from the interference between
siparticles, which, upon reflection at the boundary, unde
Andreev reflections from lobes of the OP having oppos
signs.2 Andreev surface-bound states increase the conduc
of tunnel junctions at small bias~below the gap!. The char-
acteristics of the junction then present a zero-bias cond
tance peak~ZBCP!.3 This is by now well-understood an
well-established experimentally.4–6

If, for specificity, we consider a surface whose norma
parallel to the direction where the OP has a node, say@110#,
Andreev surface-bound states carry currents along the@ 1̄10#

and@11̄0# directions. States carrying currents in these op
site directions are degenerate and cancel each other. B
for any reason, there exists at the surface a net current,
degeneracy is lifted. The energy of half the surface-bou
states is shifted upwards, the other downwards. The ZBC
then split, the splitting being proportional to the surfa
current.

A field-induced splitting was observed by seve
groups.4–7An interpretation of this effect was given in term
of field-induced Meissner-surface currents.8 As shown later,
this splitting is indeed maximal when the field is appli
perpendicular to the CuO2 planes,5,6 which is consistent with
this model since in that orientation Meissner currents flow
the CuO2 planes. At low fields, the splitting is in gener
proportional to the applied field. In the framework of th
above model, the slope of the splitting at low fields is rela
to the width of the tunneling cone of the specific juncti
used in the experiment. This cone limits the componen
the momentum of tunneling quasiparticles, which is para
to the surface, to values equal to or smaller thankF sinu,
whereu is the half-width of the tunneling cone andkF is the
wave number at the Fermi level. This limits the energy sh
to values equal to or smaller thanpsvF sinu, whereps is the
superfluid momentum of the Meissner currents andvF is the
Fermi velocity. The opening of the tunneling cone can
retrieved from the experiment. From their measured slop
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Covington et al.4 and Krupke and Deutsher5 calculate an
opening of a few degrees, somewhat smaller than typ
openings of tunneling cones@10–15°, see Ref. 9#.

More serious difficulties with this interpretation wer
noted. By investigating samples having different doping le
els, Daganet al.10 and Deutscheret al.11 noted that the field
splitting is in fact doping dependent. It is not clear why t
opening of the tunneling cone, which is the only free para
eter in the theory of Fogelstro¨m et al., should vary as a func-
tion of doping.

Because of these difficulties, we decided to check direc
the Meissner screening model of Ref. 8 by varying the fi
thickness. With the magnetic field applied parallel to t
sample surface, the superfluid momentum is reduced w
the film thickness is made smaller than the London pene
tion depth,l. Its value near the surface is given by:12

ps5elH tanhS d

2l D , ~1!

wheree is the electron charge,d is the film thickness, andH
is the external magnetic field at the surface of the sam
Hence, the field splitting should be reduced according to
thickness dependence ofps . ~In fact, as shown in Ref. 8
surface currents flow counter to the Meissner currents,
they are proportional to them.!

We have measured the field splitting of the ZBCP in jun
tions prepared on~110! oriented films of YBa2Cu3O72d .
Film thickness ranged from 2400 Å down to 800 Å respe
tively, larger and smaller than the penetration depth, wh
we take to be equal to 1800 Å as found in thin films.13 We
have compared the field-splitting rate between junctions h
ing approximately similar resistance per unit area, and he
similar cone openings. We have found no correlation
tween the splitting rate and the film thickness. Films used
these experiments were all slightly underdoped, and
played no spontaneous splitting.11

~110! oriented YBa2Cu3O72d were grown on ~110!
SrTiO3 substrates using DC off-axis sputtering with
Pr1Ba2Cu3O17 template used in order to reduce~103! out-
growths as described in~Ref. 14!. The films were examined
using x-ray diffraction, which showed only peaks corr
sponding to the~110! orientation. We observed an anisotrop
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 092509
in the electrical resistivity, as shown in Ref. 15 from whi
we conclude that thec-axis is in plane oriented. The film
have a critical down-set~zero resistance! temperature,Tc
586 K– 88.8 K with a transition widthDTc'1 K, they have
been slightly underdoped by annealing in a low-oxygen
mosphere. The film thickness was determined in an atom
force microscope measurement of a step created by etc
part of the film in H3PO4 solution. Immediately after the film
growth, we pressed an Indium pad with an approximate c
tact area of 1 mm2, against the cuprate film. This proce
results in a tunnel junction with a resistance ranging from
few Ohms to a few tens of Ohms, and with a reproduci
tunneling spectrum. The junctions are stable on the scale
few weeks and can undergo a few thermal cycles with
significant change in characteristics. Upon cooling
sample below the critical temperature of In the clear feat
of the In gap is seen~see Ref. 10!, the leakage current wa
calculated from the zero-bias conductance at 1.8 K and fo
to be of the order of 10%.

Figure 1 shows the characteristics at various magn
fields, at a temperatureT54.2 K, of a junction prepared on
thick film ~d52400 Å, Tc588.6 K down set!. In Fig. 2, we
present the characteristics at various magnetic fields aT
54.2 K of a junction prepared on a thin film~d5800 Å,
Tc586 K down set!.

Figure 3 shows the splitting of the ZBCP,d, ~measured as

FIG. 1. The conductance versus voltage at 4.2 K at vari
magnetic fields: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 4, and 6 T~dashed!. The film had
a zero-resistance transition temperature of 88.8 K and a thickne
2400 Å.

FIG. 2. The conductance versus voltage at 4.2 K at vari
magnetic fields: 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 2, 4, and 6 T~dashed!. The
film had a zero-resistance transition temperature of 86 K an
thickness of 800 Å.
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the position of the peak at positive biases! as a function of
magnetic field for a set of two samples having a thickness
800 Å ~trianglesTc588.5 K down set! and 2400 Å~circles
Tc588.8 K!. A similar pair of samples with the same thick
ness values is shown in Fig. 4, hereTc586 K for both
samples.

One can see that the splitting rate of the thick films is
same as of the thinner ones at low fields, while according
the thickness values, it should be 2.7 times larger for
thicker ones, if the splitting was controlled by Meissner c
rents. We have in fact found that the field-splitting rate
correlated with the doping level rather than with the fil
thickness.10,11,16The film thickness does have some influen
on the high field behavior, but not on the initial slope of t
splitting. As the film becomes thinner the reversible regim
becomes wider. For example a 2400 Å thick film exhibit fie
reversibility up to 0.4 T–0.5 T while a film having a thick
ness of 800 Å exhibit field reversibility up to 0.8 T–1 T. Th
is presumably due to the fact that vortices can penetrate m
easily into the film as it becomes thicker than the penetra
depth.

We must conclude that the field splitting of the ZBCP
not due to Meissner currents. The origin of the field splitti
must then lie in a field-induced modification of the ord
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FIG. 3. The position of the split ZBCP at positive biases a
function of magnetic field for a pair of samples havingTc588.8
and 88.5 K and a different thickness: 2400 Å~circles! and 800 Å
~triangles!, respectively.

FIG. 4. The position of the split ZBCP at positive biases a
function of magnetic field for a pair of samples having the sa
Tc586 K and different thickness: 2400 Å~circles! and 800 Å~tri-
angles!.
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parameter. A field-induced imaginary component, result
in surface currents, can be energetically favorable if it
volves a magnetic moment. This is the case for anidxy com-
ponent but not for anis component, as pointed out b
Laughlin.17
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